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From time to time, we share news about the current state of tea, sourcing updates
and pertinent issues in the industry. Here are the highlights:

We're paring down our catalogue. Covid changed the landscape and as our
customers' needs have changed, we must adapt.

If one of your favorite teas has disappeared from our site, chances are we can
still blend it for you so please ask.

Some teas have become harder to procure so you may see out-of-stock
conditions more often. Tea manufacturers overseas are prioritizing high-volume
grades so small-batch specialty teas take longer to source.

We are, however, still sourcing fresh seasonal teas throughout the year. We
just received a new China shipment of Yunnans, Greens, Oolongs, and
Flowering Teas.

We will still offer you seasonal Makaibari Darjeeling as they become available.
We are their selected representative in the U.S. and offer authentic stock.

We've reduced our Fair Trade offerings. Some organic India teas, including our
organic flavored black teas, are no longer available to us as Fair-trade certified.

Although prices have risen across the board, we will continue to offer teas at
reasonable prices and discount teas on our Sale and ClearanceSale and Clearance pages.

Both UPS and Fed Ex have increased their prices significantly with hefty
charges for cartons that exceed 50 lbs. We will pack cartons accordingly to
keep within the limit. Online orders typically get a better shipping rate, so keep
that in mind. We do not add any handling or service charge to UPS rates.

As always, we're here to answer your questions and our aim is to get your orders out
as quickly as possible, error-free. Thank you for your continued business.

Email us at info@ecoprimatea.com.


